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extra pay. In Classes 1 to 4 the teacher takes all subjects; in
the rest, specialisation is the custom.
The school is attached to a factory near by, whose represen-
tatives enter into all its organisations. They take part in all
meetings, discussions, measures, and campaigns, such as health
campaigns, full attendance campaigns, etc. The factory sends
the children to a sanatorium in the Crimea for part of the
summer holidays. Parents, too, are active participants in their
children's education. There is a Parents' Council which elects
the Parents' Committee for regular monthly meetings to discuss
school affairs. Much of the activity of the Parents' Council would
in this country be regarded as gross interference by the staff.
In the U.S.S.R. it is welcomed as friendly co-operation.
The Pupils5 Committee shares with the teachers the respon-
sibility for school discipline. The pupils elect brigades of monitors
for such things as polyteehnisation, for improving the condition
in the school, for mass cultural work, for fighting against a low
standard of work, for regularity and punctuality, for hygiene
and cleanliness.
Circles for out-of-school activities are organised with the help
of the pioneers and teachers. Some of the circles are led by pupils,
others by teachers. In the latter case the teacher receives extra
pay. There is a radio circle led by a boy, an aero-model circle of
70 children led by a girl. The choral circle has 150 children and
appears the most popular. The physical culture circle comes
second with 130 children; the string orchestra has 35 members;
wMk the percussion band has 40. The agitational-propaganda
circle which works in the holidays has 25 members. The literature
circle, which reviews books and plays, reads and writes, has 50
children, four of whom, I was told, show great promise of
becoming writers. There is an art circle with 30 members, a
construction circle with 30, an electro-technical circle with 20,
a chemistry circle with 30, a dramatic circle with 50, and a
photographic circle with 50 members. There are several political
da?eias, fed partly by a teacher and partly by elder pupils, for
the ywpose of studying modem politics and events. Each cirefe

